Customer
satisfaction
How to get meaningful
and actionable insights

Running customer surveys is easy.
Getting good insight is extremely difficult.

What information do
you need to collect?
Customer

“ M ost

organisations
know it’s really
important to
ask customers
about their experience. It’s
a great way to know what’s
working, what’s not, and
how the organisation should
improve.
But many companies don’t
structure their customer
satisfaction projects very
well. In fact, some projects are
so badly-run that customers
become irritated and less
satisfied than ever!

Customer satisfaction projects
have many moving parts, from
the branding to the reporting.
Each needs to be carefully
considered to get great results
and allow customers to give
meaningful feedback.
Here are six key questions
to make sure your customer
satisfaction projects generate
easily
actionable
and
meaningful insights from
your most valuable asset - your
customers.”
- Chloe Byrne
Project Manager, Vanson Bourne

satisfaction surveys
usually cover many areas but
have one overall goal: establish
if customers are happy. But
happiness could cover the
products, services, their sales
experience, the aftersales support,
SLAs, the brand perception, or any
number of other factors.
It’s important to decide at the very
start if it’s necessary to capture
satisfaction with every area. For
some organisations, just knowing
their customers’ experience with
the product or with the sales team
is enough, whereas others will want
to understand every engagement
the customer has had with the
company.

If possible, prioritising the
importance of each aspect is
useful. That way, if the survey gets
too long or the project too timeconsuming, it becomes easier to
decide what questions can be
removed.

“Your customers’ time
is precious. You need a
short questionnaire
that provides the most
useful insight to keep
your customers happy
when they complete
the survey”

Remember that most companies already have a lot of
information about their customers in databases, and this can
often be added to new customer satisfaction data. An obvious
example is what products or services each customer has purchased,
something the company already knows but a common question in
customer satisfaction surveys.

I

– those who have bought the full
suite of products and services, or
those who have not contacted the
service team for a complaint – the
data will show a very misleading
But when designing the project or view.
the questions, many companies
do not take every customer into A clever way to make sure all
consideration, or consider when customers contribute is by
the right time is to ask customers designing surveys that can be
answered at different points in
to participate.
the customer journey. If product
Every customer should be asked experience is an important metric,
their opinion, if possible. Designing asking only when they’ve used the
the project to ask only specific product for a significant period
types of customers means that of time makes a lot of sense. If
the results will show an unfair evaluating the sales team is key,
or outright false picture. If only asking questions once the contract
certain types of customer can is signed would work very well.
answer the questions being asked
t might seem like an obvious
question. Surely the only people
who can answer a customer
satisfaction survey are customers!

Who should answer the
questions?

Considering lost customers can add another dimension to
the insight too. If someone decides not to buy or leaves for a
competitor, they can be asked a few questions which can help
improve products and services. It’s often tricky to get them to
engage, so keeping the questions brief is essential.

How can you make sure
you don’t irritate your
customers?
Asking people for their opinion

The questions should always be
shows that you value them and as brief as possible. It’s tempting
their thoughts. It can be very to write a long and comprehensive
flattering and, if done well, help to survey, but it may be too long to
improve customer relationships.
be engaging. Customers will just
idly click through, or feel that the
But organisations rarely consider company doesn’t value their time.
the customer’s experience when
they are asked to complete a
survey. When the survey is outright
bad, it harms those valuable, hardwon customer relationships.
It’s important to write the survey
in a way that reflects every
customer’s
experience.
For
example, asking about the sales
experience is fine, but not if those
questions are sent to every contact
in a customer organisation when
there’s a sale, regardless of whether
those contacts were involved in the
sales process or not.

The team responsible for customer
satisfaction needs to know what
other communications customers
are likely to receive and when.
If invitations to a survey go out
when marketing material will be
sent or account managers are due
to call, the customer can feel
overwhelmed and annoyed.
And always consider what’s the
best way to engage customers.

An online questionnaire is a
common approach, but many
do not consider if the survey
will be completed on a mobile
or a desktop and don’t design
something which is easy to
complete regardless of the device.
Don’t just deploy an online survey
without considering alternatives.
Sometimes, telephone or in-person
interviewing will work much better.

“If you’re using an external partner to run your customer
satisfaction survey, let your customers know in advance,
otherwise they may get frustrated or even think it is spam.
Don’t be tempted to tell them what scores to give, as this
can really put customers off both you and your company.
This happens more often than you think!”

What should the
questions ask?
If you’ve decided what information

involved in the project. If they’re
needs to be collected, it’s easy to clearly briefed on the objectives of
design the questions to fit those the project, they will bring fewer
needs.
biases to the design and the results
will be much more meaningful.
A common mistake that companies
make is designing the questions
Net Promoter Score™
just to collect those specific data
Most customer satisfaction
points. Every question needs
projects want to capture a
to be designed to allow for any
net promoter score (NPS), as
answer, be it positive or negative.
this is the generally agreed
way to measure overall
It’s very common for companies to
satisfaction. There’s a standard
design questions with unintentional
question – how likely are
biases. For example, an organisation
you to recommend? – and a
that deploys significant new
standard answerlist – a 0 to
processes, services, or products will
10 scale – that makes it easy
want to ask questions about them,
to include in surveys. But
but the average customer may not
with the project objectives
be aware of such changes to any
in mind, consider whether
degree at all.
NPS is necessary and only
include it if required. NPS
To ensure the questions are as
can be difficult to understand
unbiased as possible, it’s always
without explanation, and if
recommended that an external
the results will be delivered to
research expert with no stake in
many stakeholders it may be
the result – an impartial consultant,
better to score satisfaction in a
or a market research specialist
different way.
like Vanson Bourne – is deeply

How will the data
actually be used?
There’s a natural tendency to use

data from a customer satisfaction
project in composite, to report a
single picture of the health of the
organisation.
But taking this approach means
that any customer that takes the
time to give their feedback is
treated as just one of a group
rather than as an individual.
If they give a response, it can be
good to respond. Consider setting
up alerts and responses for every
completion from every customer
to thank them for their time. The
more you acknowledge that their
time is valuable, the better their
relationship with you.

Be aware that local data
protection laws often
require the company to tell
respondents how their data
will be used. If you plan to get
in touch after a customer has
completed the survey, design
the question text to declare
that someone will respond.
Much like with question design, it’s
worth considering asking external
research experts to examine the
data as a whole to find the most
meaningful and insightful findings
without any bias.

“If the questionnaire has been designed in the right way,
the data can be statistically analysed to identify the
key drivers of overall satisfaction. This will help you
to prioritise areas of improvement, and in the long run
could improve customer satisfaction overall.”

How often will the
project be reviewed?
Once

a great customer
satisfaction scheme has been
created, it’s important to
recognise that what works
now may not be fit for
purpose in the future.
At the very start, set clear
rules for when the project
needs to be reconsidered.
Setting an annual review
may be enough for many,
but consider what the overall
objectives are and what would
have an impact on meeting
those objectives.

If the project tests satisfaction
with products and services,
it will need to be updated
whenever
products
and
services are launched or retired.
If it’s designed to evaluate
the sales team, staff changes
should prompt a review.

“Not keeping your survey
fresh could also irritate
your customers. If they
are asked a question
about something that
is no longer relevant to
them they are likely to
stop taking part in the
survey. Your organisation
will adapt over time and
your survey should
adapt along with it.”

If all this seems overwhelming, there
are two things to bear in mind above
everything else.

Firstly, how can you get the

right information for what
you need to do? You need
to ask the right questions at
the right time in the right
format for your customers.
Secondly, how can you
make sure that your
project improves your
customer relationships?
It’s easy to get a small thing
wrong and collect poor or
misleading data, or even
irritate and annoy the
customers you cherish the
most.

Look for as much advice as
possible to make sure you
get it right first time.
If in doubt, why not talk to
us at Vanson Bourne about
what you’re trying to achieve?
We’ll be able to point you in
the right direction.
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